INQUIRY INTO MELBOURNE'S FUTURE WATER SUPPLY
by The Environmental and Natural Resources Committee,

Parliament of Victoria

SUMMARY OF OUR RECOMMENDATIONS: RELATIVE
MERITS OF THE SIX OPTIONS

.

(1) W h e r savings.,
We believe significant further savings could be made inexpensively, by
offering greater lEinancial incentives, e.g. via billing and rebates; and with
government leadership and s c d e e r i n g of wastage. Recommended.
(2) stormwater collection
Excellent opportunities here: costs seem low, quality good, available
quantities are large, around two-thirds the output from the proposed
Wonthaggi desalination plant. Recommended,
(3) recycling waste water
Very large quantities are available, though seems to pose greater costs
and problems than the use of stormwater. Nonetheless recommended.

(4) use of groundwater
Groundwater is a scarce resource and in some places, being used up faster
than renewal rates. Use may be necessary in arid climates; for
Melbourne, with our adequate rainfall, unnecessary and environmentally
irresponsible. Government leadership needed to conserve and protect this
resource for future generations. Not recommended.
(5) small locaI desalination plants
Water produced by desalination is the most expensive in dollar terms of
aU six options. It is also the most environmentally damaging in terms of
very high energy use, and the production of toxic by-products. The least
desirable of all six options. Not recommended.
(6) a new dam in Gippsland; tunnels
Compared to the proposed Wonthaggi plant, a dam would provide double
the quantity of water at half the cost, with relatively low environmental
impact. Tunnels could offer similar advantages. Recommended.

Suggestions on the relative merits of supplementing Melbourne's
water supply by:

(1) FURTHER SAVINGS THROUGH ADDITIONAL
CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY
(a) Households
We recommend the creation of additional incentives to save water
thmugh restructuring water billing, and higher rebatesfor household
insfallatran of water storage m d recycling equipment (e.g. rainwater

-1We believe water bills should be restructured so that charges for water
usage are increased ,while tixed and other charges are lowered.
(Compensation should be built in for large f d e s . )
At present, only one third of the cost of water services (excluding the

Parks charge) is for water usage and the (water-usage dependent)
sewerage charge. Thus there is only minimal financial incentive for
households to save water. For example, in our household, while we were
able to lower our household usage by 25% (fiom 359 to 270 litres per
day) over the past 2-3 years, the financial saving on our water bills
amounted to less than $50 per year or around one dollar per week hardly
a strong financial incentive.

-

Our ability to lower our home water consumption was greatly assisted by
installing a rainwater tank and various piping installations, mostly for
garden watering, costing us well over $1,000 for materials plus weeks of
labour. However the only rebate available, of $150 for the tank, seems
somewhat pathetic as an incentive to encourage greater efficiency of
water use. Also, home recyclers should be warned about possible
dangers fiom salts and alkahity in grey water, as recently outlined by
landscaper Don Thompson (see References at end of document).
We believe higher rebates are neededfor the costs of eqsripment and
installation of tanks and recycling set-ups.These measures are relatively
inexpensive and should prove very effective, particularly the bill
restructuring.

(b)Business and public corporations
Tony Cutliffe, director of policy and conservancy at the Eureka Project,
estimates that public utilities are wasting significant volumes of water.

He notes that the water utilities themselves are wasting almost 50 billion
litres per annum, Yarra Valley Water alone losing 22 billion lad year.
We recommend that regulations and incentive schemesfor water and
other utilities and business be devised to gradually decrease water
wastage, possibly including regular inspections of plant and equipment
by government inspectors (similar to work safety inspections).
(c) Government leadership

We note that the existence of private corporations in the field of water
supply or production involves conflicts of interest: their profits depend on
increasing or maintaining high levels of water usage, directly against the
aim of conserving water by using less.
A strong government role is therefore critical as both leader and
watchdog/sc&eer, to balance the natural profit orientation of
businesses involved in water supply/delivery.
(2)

THE COLLECTION OF STORMWATER

We recommend the government investigate and implement ways of
krve$ting stomwater to enable a reduction in use of drinkringwater by
(for example) parks, sports grounds, and suburban agriculture and
horticulture.
Melbourne now covers an estimated 36.5 square kilometres, much of it
sealed by impervious roofing and paving. Estimates of the amount of
stormwater lost fiom this runoff range fiom 200 to 500 billion litres per
year, exceeding present water consumption in greater Melbourne.
Currently only a small fraction of this valuable resource is harvested by
e.g. rain tanks. Yet the technology to harvest runoff already exists. The
recently completed tollway, Eastlink, sends no untreated stormwater
down to the Bay, but treats it all by the roadside. (However, we are
unsure as to its later destination.)
Stormwater is inexpensive and environmentally sustainable to collect.
Moreover¶using stormwater would lessen pressure on existing drainage
infhstructure, by lowering peak flow rates, lessening the riswfiequency
of storm or flood damage, also lessening the need for enlargement of
existing drainage inkstructure.

One way suggested to harvest stormwater is injection into acqu~ers.An
added advantage of this would be slowing down of pollution (fiom e.g.
fertilisers and pesticides from farms and market gardens) entering
streams. However, pollution levels in the stormwater itself (e.g. of
nutrients such as dog faeces) mew it may need to be monitored and
treated before injection. An amount of 105 billion litres has been cited as
a possible amount for injection. (In comparison, the proposed Wonthaggi
desalination plant would produce around 150 billion litres p.a.)
(3) THE REUSE OF TREATED WASTE WATER
Little large scale recycling of water exists in Victoria, with only around
14.5% of water being recycled. Adelaide does best among the capital
cities, with 20%. Most waste water is indeed wasted - for example, the
Melbourne Water Corporation sends almost 300 billion litres of partly
treated waste water into the bay each year - water which could be fiuther
treated and recycled for use in industry and parks. Yet the technology is
known, and Melbourne's Western Water sets a benchmark by recycling
81%. Plans for use of such water in Aurora in Epping North (and later
Hume, Whittlesea and Mitchell) are encouraging.

Overseas, recycling of waste water is both commonplace and
sophisticated. Israel treats and recycles 70% of its wate water fiom
urban and business to reuse in agriculture; California has recycled water
for over 50 years, and has 300 recycling plants; while in Europe,
Denmark is a leader, recycling 87% of its waste water.
Drawbacks include the cost (higher than dam or groundwater), real andlor
perceived dangers to health (especially if used as drinking water), and the
existence of some 65 laws, bylaws, rules, regulations and statutes which
impinge on the treatment of waste water.
However, the realities - a limited supply of fkesh (rain and dam) water,
and the high dollar and environmental costs of alternatives such as
desalination plants mean we strong& recommend that the government
enla~geuse of recycling schemes, and encourage their use by all
possible means. A metropolis-wide approach is needed, rather than
showcase or other small-scale projects.

-

(4)

THE USE OF GROUNDWATER

Use of groundwater (or borewater) in Australia has historically enabled
settlement and the establishment of the pastoral industry in drylinland
areas of Australia. However its use has increased dramatically in recent
times, for example, in Victorria, by a huge 202% fiom 198314 to 1996/7.
In some parts of Australia, it is being used so heavily that natural
replacement rates cannot keep up: we are thus ''mining" thousaad yearold water supplies in an unsustaimble way.
The situation is made worse as the steady growth of cities like Melbourne
inevitably drastically reduces amounts of both streamflow and
groundwater renewal, with wetlands drained and ever increasing areas
roofed or paved over, closing off the ability of the ground to absorb
water. Levels of water in rivers are closely linked with groundwater
supplies. Both soils and streams become drier as a result of receiving less
groundwater.
It follows that the overriding need is to conserve and replenish
groundwater supplies, rather than runthem down. For Melbourne, our
city's fortunate position in terms of temperate climate and adequate
rahhll make anyproposal to supplement our water supplyfrom
groundwater both unnecessary and environmentally irresponsible.
A form of passive harvesting of groundwater in urban areas is the use of
permeable paving. A 2007 or 2006 article in the trade journal of the
Landscape Industries of Victoria, Landscapes Victoria, describes the use
of this kind of paving, as used in Europe to reduce the wastage of runoff.
We suggest that architects and landscape designers be fbther encouraged
to include tanks and the traditional permeable paving styles of sand and
gravel, pebbles and rockwork, in preference to hard paving. In general,
we recommend government planning depuflments gtve guidelines and
incentivesfor these kinds offeatures in urban design, aspart of Water
Sensitive Urban Design (W;SUD).
And we again strongly argue against any use of groundwater to
supplement Melbourne's water supplies. We recommend the government
again assume the role of guardian and scndineer, to limit commercial
exploitation of this scarce resource. As recent writers on the topic such as
Elizabeth Royte and Maude Barlow have stressed, businesses if
unchecked tend to exploit and run down groundwater supplies.

(5) SMALL LOCALLY-BASED DESALINATION PLANTS

Desalination is a relatively expensive and environmentally damaging way
of producing water. We have no data on "small local plants", but have
seen costs cited of between $3,000 and $4,000 per megalitre for the
proposed large Wonthaggi plant - this is several times higher than the
cost of water fkom a new dam in Gippsland (see (6) below).
While the Wonthaggi cost levels seem somewhat elevated (for example,
the cost of water produced by plants in Sydney and Adelaide are said to
be $2,140 and $2,400 per megalitre respectively), this still puts
desalinated water's cost at many times that of other sources of water.
Water produced by small plants would presumably be even dearer, due to
the lack of economies of scale.
Futher drawbacks of desalination are the toxic by-products, including
strong brine, chlorine, caustic soda, and hydrochloric acid. Already there
are concerns about the discharge of some of these into the ocean, so
discharge into the partly closed ecosystems of Port Phillip or Westernport
Bays fiom "local" plants would be unacceptable environmentally.
Finally, such plants are voracious users of energy, with the proposed
Wonthaggi plant producing carban emissions equivalent to an additional
240,000 to 280,000 cars on our roads. Moreover, to use renewable
energy to run such a power-hungry method of water generation seems
irresponsible, in that it would simply make that scarce energy
unavailable for use in of%ettingemissionsfi~m.existingenergy use.
These factors make desalination an extremely cosdy and environmentally
damaging way of producing water. We therefore strongly argae against
the use of any desalinationplants, small or large, in Victoria.

(6) OTHER OPTIONAL SOURCES

(a) A new Dam

We believe a new dam in Gippsland would give Melbourne a generous
quantity of additional water at a low cost both in dollars and to the
environment.
Potential sites include the McAlister, Mitchell, and La Trobe rivers. Such
a dam would be relatively inexpensive to build (around $1J billion) and
relatively productive (around 300 gigalitres per year). This is halfthe
cost for double the ourput of the proposed plant at Wonthaggi.
(c) T U M ~and
~ S Diversions

We do not have much data on these methods, but understand they also
could provide additional water at a cost much less that that of desalination
plants (and possibly of recycled water).
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